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MONITORING LAND AND HOUSING MARKETS:
AN ESSENTIAL TOOL FOR SMART GROWTH
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As communities across the United States devote more time, attention and effort to
managing the use of land in order to accommodate expanding populations or other
growth pressures, many are finding they lack the basic information they need to do solid
long-range planning. Most are aware that growth management can be a two-edged
sword: If communities open too much land to development, the resulting sprawl can be
costly environmentally, socially and financially. But if they too stringently limit the land
available for development, demand can quickly exceed supply and force land and
housing prices sharply higher.
To balance their land management effort, communities need a way to monitor how the
land is currently used, assess future demand, and take steps to assure the adequacy of
future supply. Fortunately, there are now cost-effective, accessible tools available for
almost any community to implement a land monitoring system. Those that do so quickly
discover that such a system can become a critical tool for comprehensive Smart Growth
planning.
Striking a balance among the often competing needs for housing, commerce and
environmental protection presents community officials with a difficult, daily challenge.
Addressing these and related issues within a Smart Growth context makes these complex
challenges even harder.
In recent years, a multitude of organizations and members of academia have expounded
on the importance of implementing Smart Growth principles such as providing affordable
housing, preserving natural resources and containing urban growth. Organizations as
diverse as the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the Urban Land Institute, National
Association of Home Builders, and the American Planning Association all now claim to
support some version of the concept.1 While most communities generally agree that
Smart Growth goals are laudable, they often find they lack the necessary tools to make
sophisticated, well-founded land use decisions that are likely to stand the test of time.
In many communities “Smart Growth” has taken the form of urban growth containment
policies. As indicated earlier, a delicate balance is required for these policies to be
successful. Too little containment encourages sprawl and too much containment causes
land and housing price inflation. This dilemma makes it particularly difficult for
communities to plan to meet future housing needs – one of the most important functions
they must perform.
According to a recently released report2, housing represents more than one-third of the
nation’s tangible assets and more than 50 percent of the average homeowner’s net worth.
Studies show that children who live in homes in stable neighborhoods are more likely to
complete school, have better test scores, and fewer behavioral problems. Because housing
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clearly plays a critical role in community sustainability, communities must find a way to
preserve and improve existing housing stock and expand, as necessary, housing choices
and availability. At the same time, however, communities must do what they can to
preserve community character, protect green space and provide adequate infrastructure
and services to support new development.
Many communities, however, respond to this need by adopting urban growth boundaries
(UGBs) without assessing their supply of land. Others downzone property without
considering how such actions affect development capacity. The state of Maryland, for
example, restricts most growth-related spending to within the boundaries of so-called
Priority Funding Areas, yet local governments are not required to expand such areas as
development capacity is absorbed. Such inadequate attention to urban land and housing
markets can lead to land and housing price inflation and can, by deflecting growth to
even less preferred locations, exacerbate urban sprawl.
To do a better job of planning for future housing needs, communities need to know what
they already have in the way of housing and what they are likely to need in the years and
decades to come. They, therefore, must undertake an assessment of the status of their
housing stock and then plan as best they can for future growth. To piece together such a
plan intelligently, however, communities must have an ability to “see” all of the
components of the puzzle. The most useful way of doing this is by creating a system to
estimate and continuously monitor housing capacity and housing demand.
This paper provides information about how communities can develop and maintain an
information system that tells community leaders more about their local land and housing
markets and, by doing so, enables them to improve the practice of urban growth
management. This effort, known as land monitoring, is an important tool for planners
and policymakers to use when planning for future growth. For years, practitioners have
recognized the need for accurate information on land and housing markets, but three
recent trends suggest that better information can and should be maintained.
•

•

The first concerns the extent to which land use plans influence the urban
development process. In the past, many plans were based primarily on
market trends and designed to accommodate market forces. But increasingly,
plans are designed explicitly to alter market forces and are reinforced with
binding regulatory controls. Thus, the potential influence of plans on land
supplies and demands has increased.
The second trend derives from advancements in planning technologies. In
the past, land use inventories and assessments were labor intensive, costly,
and thus were conducted only every 10 to 20 years. Today, with
advancements in Geographic Information Systems (GIS), computerized tax
assessment records, and integrated land information systems, it is possible to
maintain perpetual inventories of land uses, land values, and infrastructure
capacities. It is thus now feasible to monitor land supplies and land market
activities in a near-continuous fashion.
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•

The third trend stems from requirements imposed by state governments,
especially those with modern growth management programs. Several
programs now require local governments to monitor the supply of
developable land, in some cases with specific requirements concerning what
must be monitored and how monitoring must take place.3

This paper is designed to provide community leaders with practical information on the
steps necessary to establish a land monitoring system and conduct land monitoring
activities. It begins with an overview of issues involved in estimating residential
development capacity, drawing on examples from around the country. It then addresses
how to estimate development demand and provides an example of how to compare
estimates of supply with estimates of demand. It then shifts from a static to a dynamic
framework, in which information about development capacity is maintained on a
continuous basis, and provides templates for organizing and reporting information. It
concludes with a discussion of how a land monitoring system can improve the practice of
urban growth management. The goal is to help communities develop the requisite tools
and resources that will enable them to gather, synthesize, and maintain sufficient
information about land and housing markets in order to better plan for their communities’
future.

ESTIMATING DEVELOPMENT CAPACITY: WHAT’S INVOLVED?
The first step in creating a land monitoring system is to assess development capacity.
The five actions involved in conducting such an assessment are generally well
understood.4 They include:
1. Identifying vacant land and those lands that cannot be developed due to
environmental constraints.
2. Subtracting land needed for urban public services.
3. Adding land that can be redeveloped or developed at greater intensity though
infill.
4. Identifying land with public services.
5. Estimating development capacity.
The logic of these steps may make them seem simple. In practice, however, technical and
conceptual difficulties may arise at each step. Here is a way that local government
officials and staff can anticipate and address potential hurdles.
1. Identifying Vacant Land
Vacant land can be identified in a variety of ways: through field inspection, tax
assessment records, and remote sensing.5 It is important to realize that all methods have
significant limitations. But, finding the right combination to fit one’s needs is possible.
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Field inspections, for all but the smallest of urban areas, are prohibitively expensive.
Sampling could reduce the cost, but leads then to either only summary measures or a
synthetic database, both of which have their own problems if one is trying to monitor
supply accurately.
Identifying parcels classified as vacant in the assessor’s records, and aggregating their
land areas, is perhaps the least costly method of developing a vacant land inventory.
Such simple aggregation, however, can lead to gross errors. Often, the parcel size and
use designation in the assessor’s files are wrong. Further, the assessor will generally
classify a parcel as vacant only if the parcel is completely vacant. A ten-acre parcel, for
example, with a single-family structure may be classified as developed even if local
zoning allows, for example, six units per acre. Thus alternative methods must be used to
identify parcels that are partially vacant.
Interpretation of remotely sensed data, such as aerial photographs, is an increasingly
popular approach, especially for rural areas. Constraints imposed by the resolution of the
images, however, continue to limit its use in urban areas. Remote sensing allows a clear
distinction between vacant and developed parcels, but a determination of development
type or the extent of constraints on developed land is more difficult.6
In practice, a combination of methods is probably optimal. Metro, the regional
government in the Portland, Oregon, metropolitan area, for example, uses air photo
interpretation in combination with tax-lot maps and information about land characteristics
and public utilities, all registered to common coordinates through GIS, to identify parcels
that are fully vacant and those that are partially vacant. Even with this approach,
however, specific rules must be adopted concerning how large the vacant segment of a
partially developed parcel must be in order to classify that part as vacant land,7 and field
inspection (either random or systematic) must be used to clean the database.
2. Identifying Environmental Constraints
Not all vacant land is developable. It may be constrained — either partially or absolutely
— by a combination of governmental and private industry factors.
Almost all land is developable given enough demand, enough money, and the absence of
policy restrictions. Even land covered with water can be developed: for example, San
Francisco Bay Area development has occurred by filling parts of the Bay. Other
developments float on the Bay. Thus, dividing vacant land into two mutually exclusive
categories of "buildable (developable)" and "unbuildable (nondevelopable)" is a
judgment informed by a simultaneous consideration of land characteristics, market
economics, and public policy. It is only when policy gets laid over measurable
environmental conditions that a constraint becomes absolute. Of course, as knowledge,
public opinion and politics change over time, policies – and their effect on whether land
is developable – also change over time.
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Typical environmental characteristics that render land as “unbuildable” are: if it is located
in a floodplain, sloped more than some amount (usually 15 to 25 %, depending on the
use), in a wetland or riparian buffer, or particularly subject to natural hazards such as
earthquakes, mud slides, or storm damage.8 Having GIS capabilities allow the overlay
maps to be built and analyzed electronically to identify unbuildable land due to
environmental constraints. It is important to build a team within an agency or department
that includes environmental professionals, planners, and municipal lawyers to determine
the limitations unique to your community.
3. Identifying Potential for Redevelopment and Infill
As many communities see everyday, growth can occur on land that is already developed
through infill (adding more development on unused remainders of developed land) or
redevelopment (replacing existing development with new development).9 Interest in
urban infill and redevelopment has grown rapidly in the 1990s and, in fact, is a central
goal of Smart Growth efforts in many jurisdictions. Until this shift, the development of
vacant land at the urban periphery (i.e., suburban development, now often referred to as
greenfield development) had been the dominant means of accommodating urban growth.
Now, redevelopment of blighted urban land (or brownfields) or other underutilized urban
parcels has become perhaps the most salient feature of Smart Growth strategies. But
communities are finding that the techniques needed to estimate how much growth can be
accommodated through such mechanisms are only now being developed. So far,
consistent empirical work on rates of redevelopment, parameters that are essential to
forecasting land consumption, is very limited.
In practice, however, redevelopment potential has, up to now, been gauged largely by
using data on land value and assessed improvements. For parcels less than one acre, for
example, Metro compared improvement values to the improvement values of surrounding
properties. Metro considered properties redevelopable if the improvement value of the
parcel was 50 to 70 % of the mean improvement value of surrounding properties.
ECONorthwest10 arrayed all developed land in a matrix with the ratio of improvement to
land value on one axis, and parcel size on the other, and then made judgments based on
plan designation about the percentage of land in each category that might redevelop over
a 20-year horizon.
To estimate infill potential, Metro determined the percent of building permits that had
been issued over the last five years for parcels not included in the list of vacant land
acreage. These permits Metro classified as “refill.” Based on this method, Metro
estimated that about 25 % of future housing units could be accommodated on land
currently classified as developed.11 Though Metro’s approach seems reasonable, it is not
clear that past rates of refill are a good indicator of future development patterns,
especially as the capacity to accommodate infill and redevelopment becomes exhausted.
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What is clear, however, is that to the extent that infill and redevelopment are strategies
individual communities wish to pursue, then those communities must develop a
methodology to estimate as accurately as possible how much of their future growth can
thus be accommodated.
4. Identifying Serviced Land
Although managing the supply of developable land is a major component of urban
growth management, municipal ordinances often require developers to provide or pay for
adequate urban services through a variety of exactions and impact fees. For land to be
developable it not only must be vacant and unconstrained by physical factors or policy
restrictions, but must also be provided with urban services. Little has been done,
however, to assist communities in developing adequate methodologies to identify such
land.
Identifying the supply of land with access to services requires both an articulation of
service standards and the attribution of service capacity to land area. The articulation of
service standards is necessary for any community that wishes to implement any type of
concurrency policy. (Note that such fees and exactions on developers are generally used
to pay for municipal services on new greenfield development and generally apply to
larger scale developments. These fees and exactions generally do not apply to typical
infill development projects. Thus, such fees and exactions may not act as a barrier to
urban infill, but only to suburban greenfield development.) Florida administrative code,
for example, requires local governments to establish service standards for roads, sanitary
sewer, solid waste, drainage, potable water, parks and recreation, mass transit, and public
transit.12 Levels of service standards vary extensively in degree of complexity, but all
represent some ratio of the demand for service to the capacity of service available.
The ability of a community to determine if specific parcels of land are provided with
services is equally complex and varies by the type of service being provided.13 The
general service area of an elementary school or fire station, which is essentially defined
by its accessibility, is approximately round, assuming that transportation costs within the
service area are uniform (which, unfortunately, is only approximately true even without
taking into account the effects of hills or water bodies in the service area). The service
areas around roads and sewer systems, however, are even harder to determine because
they depend on the route or network of roads or sewer lines, their capacity at different
points along the routes or lines, and varying demand at different times.
In practice, communities have addressed this problem in a number of different ways.
Montgomery County, Maryland, for example, has an extensive planning information
system designed to implement its Adequate Public Facilities Ordinance. The County is
divided into areas in which policy and service capacities are monitored for each. When
the capacity of a given service reaches a critically low level in the policy area,
development can be delayed until sufficient service capacity is provided.14
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Similar procedures are used in many Florida jurisdictions.15 In Oregon, where growth
management policies require an adequate supply of buildable (but not serviced) land, the
supply of urban services is treated in various ways. Metro's recent analysis of lands
available for future UGB expansion (1998) identified the cost of providing services to
various locations when considering how much and where to expand the UGB. Lowercost locations were ranked as stronger candidates for expansion.
5. Identifying Development Capacity
Once the net supply of serviced land has been determined, it is necessary to identify how
much development capacity the land provides. Definitions of development capacity vary.
Development capacity, for example, can be based on the capacity of ecological or public
facility systems. Examples provided by Kaiser et al (1995) include those based on the
evacuation capacity of a causeway in Sanibel, Florida, and the pollution-assimilation
capacity of Lake Tahoe. As those examples make clear, however, the carrying capacity
of natural and man-made systems are often not fixed but can be increased through
infrastructure investments.16
In situations where development capacity is not clearly constrained by natural systems, a
first step in estimating capacity involves identifying land needed for urban infrastructure
such as streets, water and wastewater facilities, schools, parks, churches, and other public
and semi-public facilities. Net developable land is the land that is available for
development after subtracting land needed for these forms of infrastructure.
Estimating land needed for infrastructure can be done using simple or complex methods.
Simple methods involve the application of simple ratios—e.g., 15 acres of parkland per
1000 estimated population growth, or 25 % of developed land for streets. More complex
methods take into account the size and configuration of parcels, the age distribution of
the population, and the existing capacity of public and semi-public facilities.17
After subtracting out land needed for infrastructure, development capacity is typically
estimated by type of land use using a technique called a build-out analysis.18 For
residential development, the standard approach is to disaggregate land supply by zoning
(or plan designation) and to identify the maximum number of housing units allowed by
zoning.
Though simple in concept, the standard approach has technical complications. Many of
the technical issues concern the precise housing and employment densities that are
allowed for each zoning classification. For some residential zoning categories, maximum
density is quite clear: e.g., R5 allows 5 units per acres. For others (e.g., planned unit
developments and mixed use urban centers), maximum housing and employment
densities are often permitted within certain ranges and are therefore for the purpose of
calculating development capacity considered ambiguous.
To further complicate this picture, zoned densities are often not attained by builders due
to political decisions, opposition from nearby residents, or other factors. To account for
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this reality, Portland’s Metro19 incorporated what they called an “underbuild” factor as
part of its capacity calculations. Specifically, Metro assumed that development will take
place at only 80 % of maximum capacity allowed by zoning. The use of such factors may
provide a more realistic assessment of future development densities, but it confuses
measures of development capacity with elements of a development forecast.20 If, for
example, development has historically taken place at 50% of true development capacity,
and measures of capacity are adjusted by a 50% “underbuild” factor, then policy makers
will be inclined to provide twice as much capacity and facilities to offset the perpetual
underutilization of true capacity.

ESTIMATING DEVELOPMENT DEMAND: WHAT’S INVOLVED?
The procedures outlined above yield a measure of the net supply of developable, serviced
land and the development capacity of such land. But it is impossible to assess the
adequacy of development capacity without some assessment of development demand.
The demand for urban land is derived primarily from a demand for built space, which is
driven fundamentally by changes in the amount, preferences, and resources of businesses
and households – that is, by employment and population growth.
The traditional way to do this is a two-step process, the first of which involves a forecast
of future population and employment, and the second a forecast of land and housing
demand.

1. Forecasting Population and Employment
Demand is driven by the size of the population and the availability of job opportunities –
issues of central importance to all communities. Estimates of demand come from models
that forecast population and employment growth. Most jurisdictions that attempt to
forecast their future population and employment usually choose some arbitrary period of
time and estimate the accumulated demand for development over that period.
The traditional planning process begins with a population and employment forecast.
Population forecasts can be made in a variety of ways, including trend extrapolation,
ratio-share techniques, statistical association techniques, age-cohort analysis, and
others.21 Employment forecasts can similarly be made using trend extrapolation, ratioshare analysis, or using economic base, input-output, and econometric models.
Population and employment forecasts can also be made simultaneously since, in theory,
each depends on the other.
In many cases such forecasts lie beyond the capacity of planning staff and therefore must
be prepared by consultants or state agencies. Using forecasts developed by others,
however, can be problematic if the geographic unit for which the forecast is prepared is
not coterminous with the geographic unit being planned. In such cases, judgment must be
exercised in choosing how much of the forecast population and employment growth will
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occur in the area being planned. Similar problems can arise when the horizon of the
forecast does not match the horizon of the plan.
In addition, there is the problem of incorporating the effects of growth management
(public policy) on population and employment growth. If growth management is
undertaken to alter development trends, then forecasts based on historical trends or data
can no longer serve as the basis for the population and employment forecast. Thus, the
standard planning approach either cannot serve to alter land market trends, or is based on
market trends that are directly contradicted by growth management policies.22 In other
words, the forecasts simulate a possible future that public policy then tries to change.
2. Forecasting Land and Housing Demand
Forecasting the demand for housing and residential land follows directly from the
forecast for population. The process involves four steps:23
a. Analyze quantity types, density, cost, condition, and location of existing housing
and describe trends relevant to new housing;
b. Estimate the total number of new dwellings required to house the future
population of households;
c. Estimate the proportions of the total that will be required for each of several
future dwelling types, densities and perhaps tenure or neighborhood types;
convert proportions to quantities of dwellings; and
d. Convert the quantity of dwellings, by housing type, to acres of land required, by
housing types.
Step (a) involves an inventory of the existing housing stock and an assessment of housing
trends. Such information is useful for assessing the housing conditions of the existing
population, identifying housing in need of repair or redevelopment, and providing a
baseline for projecting future housing demand. Land use statutes in Oregon, for example,
require explicit justification if future residential densities are planned to be higher than
existing densities or the densities of recent developments.
Estimates of the number of required new dwelling units in step (b) derive from estimates
of the future number of households which are typically made by subtracting from the
total future population the population that will live in group quarters and dividing the
remainder by the average household size. The average household size can be determined
using historical trends or can be estimated using demographic data and trends. Myers,24
for example, shows how forecasts of the number of households can be improved by
careful estimation of household formation rates disaggregated by demographic groups.
Estimates of the proportions of the total households that will be allocated to specific
dwelling types, densities, and neighborhoods in step (c) can also be made using historical
trends. More specific forecasts can be made using demographic data and trends.
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ECONorthwest,25 for example, shows how demographic data can be used to disaggregate
housing forecasts by type and density using crosstabluations by demographic groups.
ECONorthwest cautions, however, that such crosstabulations are difficult, approximate,
and hard to match to housing types, and that it is difficult to project the housing demand
of future households based on the demand of existing households.
Finally, estimates of dwelling units become estimates of land consumption in step (d) by
dividing the number of dwelling units in each housing type category by the average
density, where density may vary by neighborhood. It is important to note that such a
procedure, like all the procedures described above, largely ignores the role that land and
housing prices play in the determination of housing and land consumption.
In Practice: Estimating Development Demand and Forecasting in Howard County,
Maryland
To illustrate how to estimate development capacity and compare the estimate of capacity
to forecasts of development demand, it is instructional to look at a real life example.
Howard County, Maryland, is a fast-growing suburban jurisdiction midway between
Washington, D.C., and Baltimore along the I-95 corridor. The county has attempted to
target most of its development to the eastern third of the county while trying to protect
farmland in the western two-thirds. Howard County, like all counties in Maryland,
operates under Maryland’s Smart Growth initiative, which requires counties to designate
growth areas as “Priority Funding Areas” (PFAs) that are to be eligible for future state
financial assistance for growth. Such areas must be served by, or planned to be served
by, sewer and water, meet minimum density requirements, and be consistent in size with
the county’s 20-year growth projections.
The capacity estimates for Howard County below are computed on the basis of zoning,
sewer capacity, and land within the PFA boundaries. Two sources of data are central to
the analysis. MdProperty View links property maps to the Maryland State Department of
Assessments and Taxation's parcel database and is integrated with a variety of spatially
referenced data. Because it is based on data from the Department of Assessment and
Taxation, it includes information such as the size of parcels, the assessed value of land
and improvements, and the existing land use. MdProperty View has limitations26, but is a
rare and valuable source of statewide data. The Maryland Department of Planning has
also developed a statewide, spatially referenced zoning database. This database is
derived from the zoning ordinances of every county and translates the zoning
designations of each county into 12 general zoning categories. Like the MdProperty
View database, this zoning database also has limitations, perhaps the most serious is the
lack of data from Maryland municipalities.27
The figures below illustrate estimates of vacant developable land by increasingly narrow
definitions of “developable.” Table 1 is a numerical example of the process and the
figures graphically represent the concept.
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Table 1:
Steps in estimating development capacity on vacant land in Howard County, Maryland
Land Description
Total Acres in Parcels

Process
Subtract developed land and land
with value of improvements less
than $5000

Total Vacant Land

Result
163,572 acres
-122,956
40,616 acres

Subtract land subject to
environmental constraints
(wetlands, floodplains, rural
reserves, and “most protected”)
Developable Acres

-823
39,793 acres

Subtract land zoned for
nonresidential use
(commercial, industrial)
Developable Residential Acres

-15,343
24,450 acres

Subtract tax exempt land
(tax exempt code)
Subtract land not suitable for
residential development
(land value less than $2,000)
Subtract lots platted for
development
(less than one-half acres in size,
designated single-family
property and zoned as
“moderately protected,” “least
protected,” “very low,” and
“low” density residential)
Buildable Residential Acres

-6,259

18,191 acres
Subtract land needed for roads.
(10 % of parcels between 0.5
and 1 acre; 18.5 % for parcels
more than 1 acre)
Subtract land needed for schools,
parks, churches, and other public
services
(14 % of remaining buildable
acres)

Net Buildable Residential Acres

-5,800

12,391 acres
Subtract land in non-sewered
area
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-8,977

Land Description
Net Buildable Residential Acres
with Sewer Potential

Process

Result
3,414 acres

Subtract land not planned for
sewer within 15 years
Net Buildable Residential Acres
with Sewer Potential in less than
15 years

-1,284
2,130 acres

Subtract land not planned for
sewer in 10 years
Net Buildable Residential Acres
with Sewer Potential in less than
10 years

-467
1,663 acres

Subtract land not planned for
sewer in 5 years
Currently Sewered Residential
Acres

-835
828 acres

Multiply developable acres in
each zoning category times 75 %
of allowed density.
(Zoning densities, 0.0875, 0.775,
0.8, 2.875, 8.375, and 12.5)
(moderately protected, least
protected, very low, low,
medium, and high)
Allowed density of mixed use
land was calculated based on
current density of parcels that
belong to mixed use zones.
Add one building unit for every
parcel less than one half acre in
size.
Capacity in Dwelling Units

3,212 units
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Figure A: All parcels in Howard County

Distinguishing Vacant
and infill parcels
(improvement value of
$5,000)
Figure A shows the total area of all the parcels in the county, excluding waterbodies, less
than the total area of the county because waterbodies are excluded. Total Vacant Acres
excludes all parcels with less than $5,000 of assessed improvement value which, lacking
more precise information, is used to identify vacant land.

Environmental
Constraints:
Wetland and Floodplain

Resulting
Developable lots
Figure B
Developable Acres excludes land precluded from development due to environmental
constraints — such as wetlands and floodplains — and parcels “Most Protected” though
the state’s Rural Legacy Program [Figure B]. Developable Residential Acres excludes
land zoned for commercial and industrial uses and land that is owned by churches,
governments, and nonprofit organizations and thus tax exempt [Figure C].
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Taking out nonResidential parcels

Residential parcels
Figure C
Buildable Residential Acres excludes land assessed for less than $2,000, which is often
owned by homeowners associations or is otherwise poorly suited for development and
lots that are less than one-half acres in size. These small parcels are unlikely to be further
subdivided and thus are assumed to have the capacity for exactly one housing unit.
Buildable Residential Acres also excludes land needed for roads and public services
under the assumption that land needed for these purposes will be taken from land
currently zoned for residential use [Figure D].
Taking out Land
value < $2,000 &
SFR parcels < 0.5
acre

Taking out Taxexempt parcels

•Resulting in Buildable
parcels

•Deduction of
Buildable Acreages
– services

Taxable parcels

Figure D
Finally, Buildable Residential Acres are further disaggregated by the date at which sewer
services are expected to be provided as stipulated in the County sewer service plan
[Figure E]. As shown in Table 2†, a similar process is illustrated for improved land. For
the remaining buildable residential acres, both vacant and improved, total dwelling unit
capacity is computed based on the densities allowed by zoning. This is done for each
step along the sewer extension plan.
†

See Appendix
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Remaining developable
lots with sewer service
at least within 10 years

Figure E
The graph below illustrates development demand and development capacity under
several definitions of capacity.
Development Capacity and Projected Household Growth
Howard County
80,000

Dwelling Units

60,000

40,000

20,000

0
2000

2005

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

Year
Capacity

Demand

Net Buildable

PFA

Vacant

Growth in demand is shown as the upward sloping line starting from the year 2000. This
projection is taken from the Maryland State Data center and illustrates growth in
households adjusted upward to allow for a five percent vacancy factor. The line that rises
in steps illustrates how vacant and infill development capacity increases as additional
land is provided with sewer services. As shown by the intersection of this line and the
line that illustrates projected growth, land with sewer capacity will be exhausted in the
year 2020. The dashed line illustrates the development capacity of both vacant and infill
lands within the Priority Funding Area. Because it is based in part on sewer capacity,
land within the PFA will also be exhausted by the year 2020. The lowest solid line
illustrates capacity in vacant land alone. If only vacant land were to be developed after
the year 2000, it would be exhausted by about the year 2012. The highest solid line
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illustrates development capacity of vacant and infill land without regard to sewer capacity
or to constraints imposed by the Smart Growth program’s Priority Funding Area. As
shown, such land will not be exhausted for at least 30 years.
Perhaps the most important point of this example is that development capacity can be
defined in many ways. Under a narrow definition of capacity, capacity could be
exhausted quickly. Under a broad definition, capacity is more than adequate for an
extended period. True capacity probably lies somewhere in the gray area between these
extremes. The example also illustrates how capacity can be affected by various policy
decisions. If sewer capacity is not expanded as planned, development capacity will be
exhausted quite soon. If sewer capacity is expanded as planned within the Priority
Funding Area, capacity will not be exhausted for 20 years, but growth will be deflected
elsewhere after that. Of course, these projections are based on plans and forecasts made
today. These will certainly change over time. Thus timely information on development
capacity and good estimates of how quickly it will be exhausted will require continuous
updates and monitoring of development trends as well as the effects of new policies.

MONITORING RESIDENTIAL LAND MARKETS
The section above described methods of estimating development capacity and estimates
of development demand. Of course, both development capacity and development
demand will change over time. One way to address this problem is to estimate
development capacity and development demand at various points in time. Another, more
efficient, approach is to monitor development capacity and development demand on a
continuous basis.
Local governments have always monitored urban land markets.28 What is new is the
ability to monitor residential markets with great precision, breadth, and at very short
intervals. This makes possible significant improvements in the ability to describe,
analyze, and manage land markets. Continuous monitoring can improve urban growth
management through more informed land use decision making, especially in areas with
growth restrictions. For example, it is possible at any instant to describe how much land
is available for development, how quickly it is annexed, subdivided, and developed, for
how much it sells, and much more. Continuously monitoring land also enhances the
ability to analyze changes over space and time, infer from these trends the effects of land
and housing policies, and develop more precise and accurate forecasts.
1. Designing a Land Monitoring System
In all communities, residential land exists at different places, with different
characteristics, and zoned for different densities. Monitoring residential land markets
thus requires the maintenance of many inventories, some of which may overlap. The
crucial task is to create a monitoring system designed to track land as it moves through
the development process rather than to collect data directly about the state of land as a
one-time task.
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Although the process of urban growth involves actions by numerous participants at
particular times and places, it can be viewed as a process in which the “state” of land
changes through a sequence of several discrete “events.” Such a process is illustrated in
Figure 1. In the illustration, a farm is sold to a developer, farming stops and tract land is
created. The developer then brings sewer, water, and road access to provide “macro
services.” Subsequently, the developer subdivides the land into residential lots and
provides on-site infrastructure. Finally, homes are built and residents move in.
Often, though not always, changes in the state of land are coincident with a change in
ownership; for example, ownership passes from a farmer, to a developer, to a builder, to a
homeowner. The length of time land remains in various states may vary, as may the
sequence, but much if not most land development occurs through a process characterized
by Figure 1. Redevelopment from one urban use to another occurs in an analogous
process, though land assembly may be more important than subdivision.
2. Common Approaches to Monitoring Urban Land Development
The Perpetual Inventory Method
The process of urban development can be monitored using the perpetual inventory
method. The method involves a continuous accounting of incoming materials, outgoing
materials and the balance of materials on hand. It begins with an explicit list and
definition of items to be monitored and an initial measurement of the various stocks on
hand. For a land monitoring system, this requires a careful definition and an initial
measurement of the acres of land in various state of development, then a perpetual
accounting of events whereby land moves from one state to another.
The basic concept of a perpetual inventory is presented in Tables 3a and 3b, which shows
transaction records for two inventories, 1) vacant land zoned for residential use within a
community’s urban growth boundary (UGB) that is not subdivided and 2) vacant land
zoned for residential use within the UGB that is subdivided. Additions to the first
inventory occur when land is added to the UGB and subtractions occur when land is
subdivided. Additions to the second inventory occur when land is subdivided and
subtractions occur when building permits are approved. Critical to the effective use of
the perpetual inventory method is clear and logical specification of the inventory
organization, including a carefully defined classification system and verification process.
As Tables 3a and 3b illustrate, land moves through a sequence of inventories as events
change its state from one to another. Each of these inventories may be described by
multiple attributes. For example, the land at one stage may be zoned for residential use,
vacant, subdivided into lots, and serviced. The stock of such land would be changed by
an event that changed any one of these attributes. Continuous stock adjustments of this
kind reduce the need for periodic, comprehensive assessments of the existing stock.
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Geographic Information Systems (GIS) Method
The best way to implement a perpetual inventory approach is by maintaining a
comprehensive Geographic Information System (GIS) that stores information on the state
of land at any point in time and a history of events related to that land or changes in the
state of development on that land at all points in time. Even if a community decides that
another approach is a better fit for their needs, GIS is an invaluable tool. Typical critical
layers of a GIS include the following:
Developable Land: Developable land is often ill-defined; yet some, or several, definitions
of developable land must be chosen to be used as the basis for constructing a developable
land layer. In general, this means identifying vacant land, subtracting land subject to
environmental constraints, and adding land with potential for redevelopment and infill.
Service areas: Service areas are also difficult to define. But, again, some definition of
service area is necessary, perhaps showing where there are multiple types of services,
where services are planned or funded, and or that depicts the existing service levels.
Zoning and Plan Designations: Planning and zoning layers are also needed to identify
land planned or zoned for residential use, and to identify the density of permitted
development.
Tax lots: A tax lot layer is needed to identify land ownership, units of exchange, and
vested property rights. When linked to the assessor’s database, the layer should contain
the assessed land value, building value, year built, square feet of living space, and other
characteristics of the residence.
Government jurisdictions: Boundaries of government jurisdictions help define
neighborhoods and for some services, such as police and fire, can define service areas as
well.
Building Permits: A record of building permits, which includes applications, approvals,
and denials, helps identify developments in the pipeline but are also useful for identifying
land removed from the vacant land cover, additions to the housing stock, and the density
of new development.
Annexations: A record of annexations (applications, approvals, and denials) serves to
identify changes in government jurisdiction boundaries.
Subdivisions: A record of subdivisions and partitions (applications, approvals, and
denials) serves to identify changes in tax lot boundaries.
Plan or zone change: A record of changes in the comprehensive plan and zoning
ordinance (applications, approvals, and denials) records changes in the plan and zone
coverage.
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Change in service areas: This record of transactions serves to record changes in service
areas either through formally adopted changes in service area boundaries or by changes
in service capacity.
Sales: A sales file serves to record changes in ownership and sales prices. The file must
be able to identify “arms length sales” and sales of multiple lots.
Once all these layers are compiled in a single GIS format, communities can more easily
take a comprehensive look at their overall residential land use pattern. Overlaying layers
and extracting data at regular intervals can illustrate critical elements of the development
process illustrated in a series of tables that report housing stocks, flows, and ratios.
(Exemplary table structures are provided in the Appendix.) The data for each of the
tables should be extracted for a well-defined jurisdiction — e.g., inside an urban growth
boundary or municipal boundary— and for a selected period of time — e.g., 2000-2005.
Further disaggregation by geographic area and periods of time, of course, is also
potentially useful.

PRODUCTS OF A LAND MONITORING SYSTEM
A well thought out land monitoring system can provide communities with a wealth of
valuable information that will enable them to better plan for their future. This paper has
discussed how to estimate development capacity, how to estimate development demand
and common approaches to establishing a land monitoring system. This section briefly
explains some of the many products that a comprehensive land monitoring system could
produce.
Population and Residential Development
Data from such a system, for example, is useful for keeping tabs on both a community’s
population and its residential development capacity. Monitoring should begin with data
on population and residential development. For each year, information should be
maintained on total population and acres in the urban area; acres in residential, single
family, and multi-family use; and single family and multi-family units. For selected
periods and for each measure, information can be generated on total growth over the
period, the annual growth rate, and annual growth in a peak year. An illustrative table is
provided in Table A1.
Vacant Residential Tract Land
A land monitoring system can help keep track of tract land. Tract land is often identified
by code in tax assessment files and represents land that is not subdivided and thus usually
does not have on-site infrastructure. For each year, information should be maintained on
the number of vacant acres and parcels; the number of vacant acres and parcels that are
serviced; and the number and acres of vacant and serviced parcels designated for single
family and multi-family use. Further disaggregation by size might also be useful because
some types of development may only be possible at a certain scale. (See Table A2.)
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For selected periods, and for each category of tract land, information can be generated on
the additions, subtractions, net subtractions, annual subtraction rates, largest annual
subtraction, and years of inventory. Additions to the inventory of vacant tract land will
come primarily from expansions of the pertinent jurisdiction—such as an expansion of an
urban growth boundary. Additions to the vacant, serviced inventory can come from
expansions in the jurisdiction and in the area of service. Additions to the single and
multi-family inventories can come from expansions in the jurisdiction and service areas
and from zoning changes. Subtractions from each of the inventories can come from the
converse of the above, but will most often come from subdivisions. (Additions and
subtractions can also come from changes in the definition of vacant land) The net
subtraction rate is the difference between additions and subtractions. The annual
subtraction rate and largest annual subtraction can be estimated on either a gross or a net
basis.
These are particularly important byproducts of a land monitoring system. For policy
decision making, however, the gross subtraction rate and largest annual gross subtraction
might be more useful, since gross subtractions measure consumption unadjusted for
replenishments. Finally, years-of-inventory represents the stock of inventory in the final
year divided by the gross annual subtraction rate. This is important because it represents
the number of years tract land in various categories will be available at the current rate of
subtraction, assuming there are no additions. (See Table A3.)
Vacant Residential Lots
In addition to providing data on vacant residential tract land, a land monitoring system
can also provide data on vacant lots, where lots represent land in subdivisions and
presumably with on-site infrastructure. Serviced lots should be disaggregated by density
as well as by use classification since density zoning classifications are likely more
pertinent for lots than for tract land. Besides expansions in the pertinent jurisdiction,
additions to the inventories of lots are likely to result from the subdivision process and
subtractions are likely to result from development (recorded from building permits).
Zoning changes can also cause additions and subtractions. (See Tables A4 and A5.)
Residential Development Activity
A land monitoring system can help communities follow residential development activity,
including the rate of new subdivisions, building permits, annexations, and zoning
changes. For each type of activity, and for each year, information should be maintained
on applications, approvals, and the percent of applications approved; period totals should
include the number of transactions and the number of acres involved. Many additional
disaggregations are of course possible. Single family and multi-family use could, for
example, disaggregate subdivisions, building permits, and annexations. Building permits
could be disaggregated by permit type — e.g., new buildings, alterations, demolitions,
etc. Annexations could be recorded for multiple types of jurisdictions — e.g.,
municipalities, school districts, special districts, etc. Further, zoning changes could be
presented as a matrix of changes to and from each type of zoning classification and by
zoning jurisdiction. (See Table A6.)
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Residential Density
Data about residential density in the community can also be compiled through a land
monitoring system. By maintaining and reporting on residential density, data can be
compiled on gross residential density (population/urban acres), net residential density
(population/residential acres), and single family/multi-family mix (single family acres
divided by multi-family acres and single family units divided by multi-family units). For
each density measure, ratios should be presented for existing stocks (e.g.,
population/urban acres in year 2002) and for increments to stocks over the year (e.g.,
change in population/change in urban acres from 2001 to 2002). (See Table A7.)
Underbuild
Housing is not always built up to zoned densities. Underbuild for single-family use is a
term that represents the ratio of lots per acre in subdivisions divided by the maximum
number of lots per acre permitted by zoning. Underbuild for multi-family use is
measured by the units per acre on land zoned for multi-family use divided by the
maximum number of units per acre allowed by zoning. As for density, data should be
presented for the existing stocks and for increments to the existing stocks in each year.
(See Table A8.)
Infill and Redevelopment
Given the rising interest in infill and redevelopment, pertinent data on these types of
development could also become a useful byproduct of a land monitoring system. To
obtain this result, however, data on infill and redevelopment must be well reported and
maintained. Definitions are critical. For each year, for example, data should be
maintained on the number of demolitions, the number of new units on partially vacant
land, and the number of new units on developed land. The data can be disaggregated by
single family and multi-family use. (See Table A9.)
Infrastructure Capacity
A major cost to communities is the expense of providing infrastructure to support
development, but many communities do not have a comprehensive understanding of the
infrastructure in place, much less their infrastructure needs in the future. In many
respects, monitoring infrastructure capacity is easier than monitoring urban land markets.
With the exception of combined sewers and multi-modal road systems, the use of
infrastructure is uni-dimensional. Wastewater plants treat wastewater; landfills hold solid
waste; potable water systems deliver water; and parks provide recreation and open space.
Further, capacity for most forms of infrastructure can be clearly defined in terms of
vehicles, gallons, cubic yards, or persons in total or per unit time. Network problems can
be handled through disaggregation by network link (e.g., road segment or sewer pipe).
Infrastructure capacity is treated by land use planners as part of the capital improvement
process which, according to planning literature, should be addressed in a capital
improvement plan — “a multi-year schedule of public physical improvements.”29 Such
plans, however, are usually more closely tied to the budget process than to the
comprehensive plan; as such they serve more to allocate municipal expenditures than to
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allocate service capacity. Capital improvement plans do not, therefore, provide an
institutional framework for infrastructure capacity monitoring.
Concurrency regulations or adequate public facility ordinances, however, provide a
framework and incentive for monitoring infrastructure capacity. Since concurrency
regulations prohibit urban development without adequate infrastructure in place, local
governments have a need for timely information on infrastructure capacity levels.
According to a 1991 survey of local governments in Florida,30 47% of respondents
indicated that they monitor service capacity. Some of these monitor capacity annually,
but most monitor on a project-by-project basis, and did so for transportation, potable
water, sanitary sewer, drainage, solid waste and mass transit. Details on how capacity is
monitored and how such monitoring affects development and capital improvement
programming, is not provided.
Land and Housing Prices
Tracking land and housing prices is not only important to community leaders, but to
those who live in a community as well and can represent one measure of a community’s
economic health. Monitoring land and housing prices, however, is not a traditional
activity of local governments, although local governments have prepared comprehensive
housing assessments for many years. Interest by local governments in land and housing
prices has largely developed out of pressure from the development community, which has
argued that environmental constraints or growth management policies have led to
artificial price inflation. Considerable evidence supporting this claim has been provided
by academic economists.31
Approaches to land and housing price monitoring take three general forms: 1) unadjusted
reports of sales data; 2) repeat sales analysis; and 3) hedonic price estimation.
Unadjusted reports of sales prices are most common. Such reports include, for example,
the average or median sales price of housing or finished lots. Data on the former are
often available from local homebuilder or real estate associations at the metropolitan
level, but data on housing prices at the jurisdiction level and data on land prices remain
surprisingly rare. Unadjusted medians and means, moreover, do not control for potential
changes in the characteristics of the sample. The median price of housing in a
jurisdiction may increase over time, for example, if the size of the average house sold has
increased over time.
To monitor housing prices, for example, Metro in Portland, Oregon, obtains housing sales
observations from the county assessor offices, geo-codes their location, and reports
median sales prices in the various jurisdictions. To monitor rents, Metro uses a rental
rate survey conducted by a private consultant and calculates median rents from county
assessor’s data.32 To monitor land prices, Metro obtains the assessed land values of
parcels whose centroids lie in the vacant land coverage. Metro reports average vacant
land values by county and by land use type. Tax-exempt properties are excluded from the
analysis.
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Monitoring Housing Affordability
Although land monitoring systems must be designed to serve many objectives, assuring
that housing remains affordable ranks high among local government objectives.33
Affordability is, of course, a relative concept. What is affordable to one household may
be prohibitively expensive to another. Nearly all measures of affordability, therefore,
involve measures of income and measures of housing expenditures. None is perfect. The
fact remains, however, that a land monitoring system can enable a community to monitor
its stock of affordable housing.
There are three types of affordability measures34: 1) those that address housing demand;
2) those that address housing supply; and 3) those that combine elements of both supply
and demand. Demand-side measures of affordability generally involve the percent of
income spent on housing. Some of these include adjustments for housing quality and
some include adjustments for very low income households.35 None of these, of course,
can fully distinguish between low levels of housing affordability and high levels of
housing preference. Supply-side measures typically address the number and vacancy rate
of units at different levels of price or rent. Depending on data availability, these can be
adjusted for housing quality. Combined supply- and demand-side measures compare the
distribution of housing prices with the distribution of household incomes. A simple such
measure, for example, compares for several income categories, the number of units
available priced at 30 % of household income and the number of households in that
income bracket. This measure provides a rough estimate of the match between supply
and demand at various levels of housing quality.
With the availability of GIS technology and block group census data, many of these
affordability measures can be computed for sub-metropolitan areas. Such information
permits spatial targeting of affordable housing policies. Perhaps more important,
however, is comparison across metropolitan areas. The National Association of
Homebuilders, for example, publishes its “housing opportunities” index for every major
metropolitan area. This index measures the proportion of homes sold in a market that
could be purchased by the household with the median income in that market.36 Like
others, this index has strengths and weakness, but its regular computation for many
metropolitan areas represents a distinct advantage.

THE BIG PICTURE: USING LAND MONITORING AS A SMART GROWTH TOOL
Despite the explosive growth in data and data management capacity, many local
governments still set growth limits without assessments of development capacity and
trends or follow rules of thumb adopted 50 years ago — some of which have been
codified into law. Meanwhile, revolutionary techniques of inventory control remain
ignored by land use planners and policy makers. Communities now have the opportunity
and the ability to develop land monitoring systems that can become a central tool for
Smart Growth.
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It does not take an economist to realize that keeping housing demand and supply in
reasonable balance is optimal. Achieving a better balance is possible with the
development and maintenance of a sound land monitoring system.
With the advent of GIS and other technologies, it is now easier and more cost effective
than ever to monitor activity in urban land markets. This is not to say difficulties will not
arise, but coordination and communication within an agency will help overcome these
hurdles. Accurate information about housing production is now collected on a regular
basis in many areas. Considerable information is also now becoming available for some
urban areas about land absorption, urban infill and redevelopment, land and housing
prices, and commercial and industrial land markets.
Monitoring such raw data in a land monitoring system can provide communities with a
clearer picture of the state of developable residential land and prove a useful tool for
future growth management planning. In areas with growth restrictions, having the ability
to make more informed predictions of demand and capacity is crucial to maintaining a
livable, viable community.
The tools for doing this are available. Complex, comprehensive, site specific land
monitoring is within the reach of most communities. For those truly interested in being
smarter about their future growth, now is the time for them to explore the technical and
conceptual foundations that can help make that goal a reality.
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Table 2
Steps in estimating development on infill land
Result
Total Acres in Parcels

Process
163,572 acres
Subtract improved land
(Assessed value of
improvements greater than
$5000)

Non-vacant Acres

122,956 acres
Subtract
“Multi-Family
Housing” parcels

Non-Multi-Family (NMF) Acres

77,500 acres
Subtract land subject to
environmental constraints
(wetlands, floodplains, rural
reserve and “most protected”)

Developable NMF Acres

76,868 acres
Subtract parcels that have no
further development potential
(existing density is greater than
or equal to density allowed by
zoning)

Potentially Developable NMF
Acres

67,447 acres
Subtract land zoned for
nonresidential use
(commercial, industrial)
Subtract tax exempt land
(tax exempt code)

Potentially Single-Family (SF)
Acres

64,937 acres
Subtract land not suitable for
development
(land value less than $2,000)
Subtract parcels too small for
additional development
(less than one-half acre in size)

Buildable SF Acres

63,184 acres
Subtract land needed for roads.
(10 % of parcels between 0.5
and 1 acre; 18.5 % for parcels
more than 1 acres)
Subtract land needed for schools,
parks, churches, and other public
services
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Result

Process
(14 % of buildable acres)

Net Buildable SF Acres

43,066 acres
Subtract land in non-sewered
area

Net Buildable Residential Acres
with Sewer Potential

8,375 acres
Subtract land not planned for
sewer within 15 years
5,896 acres

Net Buildable Residential Acres
with Sewer Potential in less than
15 years
Subtract land not planned for
sewer in 10 years

5,184 acres

Net Buildable Residential Acres
with Sewer Potential in less than
10 years
Subtract land not planned for
sewer in 5 years
Currently Sewered Residential
Acres

3,958 acres
Multiply buildable acres in each
zoning class times remaining
density
(allowable density minus current
density)

Development Capacity in
Housing Units

13,947 units
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Figure 1
The Land Development Process

States

Transition Events

Farmland
Land Sale
Vacant Tract
Macro infrastructure services
Serviced Tract
Subdivision
Subdivided Lots
Micro infrastructure services
Serviced Lots
House construction
Dwelling Units
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Table 3a: Inventory Record for Residential Tract Land within a UGB
Date

Event

Received

Shipped

Initial balance
10/2/98

Add residential to UGB

12/10/98

Subdivision approval

Balance
1,000 acres

100 acres

1,100 acres
60 acres

1,040 acres

Table 3b: Inventory Record for Residential Lots within a UGB
Date

Event

Received

Shipped

Initial Balance
12/10/98

Subdivision approval

1/25/99

Building permits

Balance
200 acres

60 acres

260 acres
15 acres
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245 acres

Table A1
Residential Development
2000-2005
Year
Population

Developed
Acres

Residential
Acres

Multi-family
Acres

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
Five-Year
Growth Rate
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Single-family
Acres

Multi-family
Units

Single-family
Units

Table A2
Vacant Residential Tract
Land
Year Vacant
<10 acres

>10 acres

<10 acres

>10 acres

Vacant, Serviced,
Single-Family
<10 acres
>10 acres

Acres

Acres

Acres

Acres

Acres

Parcels

Vacant Serviced

Parcels

Parcels

Parcels

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
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Parcels

Acres

Parcels

Vacant, Serviced,
Multi-Family
<10 acres
>10 acres
Acres

Parcels

Acres

Parcels

Table A3
Residential Tract Land Consumption, 2000-2005
Vacant Acres

Vacant Serviced Acres
> 10 acres

Vacant Serviced–
Single-Family
< 10 acres
> 10 acres

Vacant Serviced–
Multi-Family
< 10 acres
> 10 acres

< 10 acres

> 10 acres

< 10 acres

acres

parcels

acres

parcels

acres

acres

Total Additions
Total
Subtraction
Net Subtraction
Annual
Subtraction
Rate
Largest Annual
Subtraction
Years of
Inventory
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parcels

parcels

Table A4
Vacant Residential Lots in Subdivisions
Year

Vacant

Vacant Serviced Vacant Serviced
SFR1

Acres

Parcels

Acres

Parcels

Acres

SFR2
Parcels

Acres

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
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SFR3
Parcels

Acres

MF1
Parcels

Acres

MF2
Parcels

Acres

Parcels

Table A5
Residential Lot Consumption, 2000-2005
Vacant

Vacant
Serviced

Vacant Serviced
SFR1

Acres

Parcels

Acres

Parcels

Acres

SFR2
Parcels

Acres

Total
Additions
Total
Subtractions
Net
Subtractions
Annual
Subtraction
Rate
Largest
Annual
Subtraction
Years of
Inventory
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SFR3
Parcels

Acres

MF1
Parcels

Acres

MF2
Parcels

Acres

Parcels

Table A6
Residential Development Activity
2000-2005
Year Subdivision
New Building Permits
Applications

Approv
ed

%Approve
d

Applicatio
ns

Approved

%Approved

Municipal Annexation

Zone Change to Multifamily

Zone Change to Singlefamily

Applications

Applicatio
ns

Applicatio
ns

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
Total
#
Total
Acres
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Approved

%Approved

Approved

%Approve
d

Approve
d

%Approve
d

Table A7
Total and Marginal Residential Density
2000-2005
Population
Population
Single-Family Units Single-Family Acres Single-Family Units Multi-Family Units
Urban Acres
Residential Acres
Multi-Family Units Multi-Family Acres Single-Family Acres Multi-Family Acres
Year
Total
Marginal Total
Marginal Total
Marginal Total
Marginal Total
Marginal Total
Marginal
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
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Table A8
Total and Marginal Under Build
2000-2005
Lots per acre in subdivisions/maximum lots
per acre permitted by zoning
Year

SFR1
Total

SFR2
Marginal

Total

Units per acre of multi-family
development/maximum units per acres allowed by
zoning
Multi-family 1
Multi-family 2

SFR3
Marginal

Total

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
Average
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Marginal

Total

Marginal

Total

Marginal

Table A9
Infill and Redevelopment
2000-2005
Year
Demolitions
Single-Family

Multi-family

New Units on Partially Vacant Land

New Units on Developed Land

Single-Family

Single-Family

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
Total
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Multi-family

Multi-family
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